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about us
the company

synergy

Clyde Broadcast are experts in the design, specification and installation of radio studios and radio 
stations. 

As well as manufacturing a range of our own analog and digital broadcast audio products, we have 
access to all leading makes of equipment and can tailor solutions to meet specific customer 
requirements of any size or budget.

We offer a comprehensive range of services including consultancy, equipment specification and 
procurement, project management, installation and training.

We can assist with locating studio premises, in building the studios, with the specification of studio to 
transmitter link and transmission equipment, even with program consultancy.

We have designed and equipped stations throughout the UK and Europe, in The Middle East and Far 
East, throughout Africa and the Indian sub-continent, as well as in Australia, China, Russia, the Ukraine 
and the US.

Synergy is a brand new way of equipping a radio station.

Synergy combines the functionality of a digital broadcast audio mixer with a suite of integrated software applications, 
tailored to meet the end to end needs of today’s radio broadcaster.

There are tools for ripping, recording, editing, production, library management, scheduling, reporting, plus both live 
and automated broadcasting.

Compared to the traditional approach to equipping a studio – to select several individual items of equipment from 
different suppliers (and then somehow make them work as a system), the Synergy concept offers many benefits:

Reduced costs and simplified installation

Enhanced functionality and ease of use

Single point of contact for supply, installation,                                                                                                                       
training and support

Systems are based around combinations of Bronze and                                                                          
Silver studio packages, with various workstation and                                                                                                 
central technical area packages. 

Further information is available in 
our SYNERGY Integrated Digital 
Broadcast Centre publication, 
available via our sales office or 

downloadable from our website 
www.clydebroadcast.com



the RS2 package
comprehensively equipped studios system schematic
The RS2 includes two identically equipped SYNERGY Bronze Self-Op Studio Packages, each 
capable of use as On Air or Production facilities.

An optional Talks Studio Package offers the choice of one of the studios to operate in the Tech-
Op mode, with a technician and producer in the control room, and presenter and guests in the 
associated talks studio.
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Each studio has solid-state indicators ,both inside the studio and outside, typically located 
by the door.

Indicators show when there is a live microphone (be careful what you say!) and whether 
the studios is currently ‘live’ or On Air i.e. feeding the transmitter, controlled by the 
switcher in the CTA.

content back-up
In the RS2, the two studio PCs back-up each other. Content recorded in one studio is 
copied to the PC in the other studio, to ensure data security.



what you get
the bronze studios
Each SYNERGY Bronze Studio Package includes:

8 Fader Digital Broadcast Mixer

SYNERGY Software Suite – with tools for record and edit, production and scheduling, 
live assist and automated broadcast
Rack-mount PC with mirrored 1Tb HDDs, two soundcards and pre-installed software

22” Touchscreen, mouse and keyboard

1 x Pro CD player with fader starts from mixer

1 x Telephone interfaces with handsets

3 x broadcast microphones, on arms

2 x guest remote control panels 

3 pairs broadcast headphones

Pair of monitor speakers

2 x MIC LIVE/ON AIR indicators, for inside and outside of the studio

UPS for powering above items

Ergonomic technical furniture with  choice of grey or burgundy table top

All cable and connectors, including Station Hub inter-area interface panel

the central technical area rack

A pre-wired equipment rack which contains ‘shared’ equipment and                                                                   
provides the interface between studios, workstations and the outside                                                                        
world.

The CTA rack contains:

Studio change-over switcher, determining which studio goes ‘to air’
Monitor unit with multi-media speakers
Off-air receiver with distribution amplifier – allows you to monitor ‘off-air’ in either studio
Station output distribution amplifier
Firewall/Switch to interconnect the studio PCs and allow remote access via the internet
Set of inter-area cables



typical layouts
Each Bronze studio requires a room of 
about 3m x 4m.

A single 13A isolated mains power feed 
is required to each room, together with 
a technical earth as mains distribution is 
incorporated into each studio package.

The On Air Studios each include UPS’s, 
but if the equipment is to be used in an 
area where lightning strikes are 
frequent, additional protection is highly 
recommended.

If the mains power is very erratic, an 
AVR and possibly a standby generator 
may be required.

Clyde can provide these systems if 
required, as part of an overall ‘turnkey’ 
package.

The rooms should be acoustically 
treated internally, to stop them 
sounding like bathrooms, and Clyde 
CATS panels are particularly  well-suited 
for this.

Clyde can also supply specialist acoustic 
door and window sets to maximise inter-
studio sound isolation.

The Talks studio can be slightly smaller, 
and the room housing the CTA rack 
needs to be about 2m x 3m.

All room MUST be air-conditioned.

Main On-Air Studio

Talks Studio 
(optional)

Production/Back-Up 
On Air Studio



further options
equipment

installation and training
The RS2 Package typically takes a little over a week to install. This work can be undertaken 
exclusively by Clyde staff, or in combination with Clyde’s local partners. 

Clyde’s Station Hub inter-area connection system greatly simplifies installation, and inter-area 
cabling is via standard off the shelf computer cables, which can be installed in advance of Clyde’s 
site arrival by local contractors.

Both operational and maintenance training can be provided, either on-site or at Clyde’s UK 
premises. The amount of required training varies considerably, depending on skills and experience 
of staff.

Clyde can also offer significant discounts for training provided by the Scottish Media Academy, 
based in the same premises as Clyde Broadcast.

support
One of the big advantages of the Synergy concept is the single point of contact for support.

Clyde can tailor support packages to suit individual customer needs. With a dedicated Customer 
Support Manager, and sophisticated CRM tools, you can rely on first class support, in many cases 
supported by Clyde’s in-country partners.

Add Talks Studio Package
Add GSM Interfaces for phone-ins
Upgrade to multi-line phone-in system
Add screen-based studio clock and indicator system
Add inter-area talkback system
Add sophisticated Traffic Scheduling system
Add off-air logging system
Add news reporters portable equipment
Add acoustic wall panels to studios
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